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SUMŴ ARY 

This''work attempts to report the present conditions of some of the 
physical-chemical characteristics of the Ahuachapan geothermal field 
after a year of intensive operation? also presented are some' hypotheses 
about the changes that are taking place in the production characteristics 
and in the chemical composition of the discharged fluids. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Ahuachapan geothermal field presently being worked covers 
an area of approximately 3 km2 and is found located to the west of El 
Salvador on the north limb of the quatenary volcanic range that crosses 
the Whole country almost without interruption following the direction 
of the main graven. This graven is full of volcamic materials dis
charged by the quatenary volcanic centers. 

The area being worked seems to be only one part of a more complex 
hydrothermal system that probably extends towards the East for a 
distance of about 10 kms. Currently exploratory drilling is being 
conducted with the purpose of investigating this area; temperatures 
greater than 200°C at 4oo meters depth having been found. 

The surface manifestations of the Ahuachapan hydrothermal system 
are characterized by having a fumarolic character in the limbs of 
the volcanic system, accompanied by extensive areas of hydrothermal 
alternation and springs of an acidic character, and in the areas 
below the voleranic mass by hot springs of a CI-HCO3 type, that drop 
off in T and salinity in a northerly direction? see Figure 1. 

Presently 2^ deep wells have been drilled in the area of which 11 
are producers, **• are reinjection and 9 exploratory with some type 
of production in some of them. The producing wells discharge a 
mixture of water-steam in proportions of 11 to kS%, The producing 
stratum that has been found hasc3̂ thic.knesses up to 300 M, the maximum 
measured temperature is 239° C, The production rate is from 102 
to 550 ton/hour of mix. 

On the basis of the good results in the drill holes 2 units - ^ ^ 
, an average pressure of5«5 with a generating capacity of 30 MW 

•î U^^^^^^P^ScYi, wh'i'ch are recTTt^^ a steam separator from 9 holes with an 
average of 8.8 MW per hole, have been installed. The operation 
of the first unit began in June 1975 and the second in June of I976. 
Presently the studies for the i-mp-l-anta;H:t>n of the 3^ pcoigiamme-d 
generating unit Ipifc. pla-naed̂  for 1979 with^a capacity of 35 MW. 

In view of the need to study the conditions of the reservoir being 
worked, a programmed control of measurements' and of fluid sampling 
has been established in order to detect and evaluate any changes in 
the physical-chemical conditions of the reservoir. This control 
basically consists of measurements of the pressure head, volume 
of water flow, volume of steam flow, input of fluid samples, measure
ments of production, and records of temperature and pressure. 



The variations th.3.t have been detected have been« 
-increase in total salinity 
-decrese in the Na/K ratio 
-decrease in hydrostatic levels 
-variation in the production characteristics of some wells 

All these variations have greater incidence in the major operation 
area. 

Presently said changes are being evaluated in order to establish 
possible causes and effects. 

2, GEOLOGICAL FEATURES 

The geology of the Ahuachapan geothermal field has been widely 
studied. For the purposes of this work a vertical cut of the 

. field has been worked in which it is possible to study the 
stratographic succession that basically consists of» 
-lavatic tuffaceous formation 
-young agglomerate Quaternary 
-Ahuachapan andesitic formation 
-old agglomerates Tertiary 

2-1 Lavatic Tuffaceous Formation (Figure 2) 

This basically is made up of two components (tuffaceous formation 
with lavatic intercalations). It does not have importance from the 
point of view of the internal reconstruction of the reservoir. It 
shows thicknesses up to 500 meters. 

2-2 Young Agglomerate 

It has thicknesses along the orderjof 200-^00 M and is a quite 
impermeable volcanic formation, < ^ ^ ^ by overl§rying the Ahuachapan 
andesitic form.ation, se'-ves as an effective seal for the reservoir. 

2-3 Ahuachapan Andesitic Formation 

A formation made up predominantly of wash with intercalations of 
tuffaceous materials. It constitutes the producing formation of 
the field. It is quite fractured although not uniformly, showing 
an increase in its secondary permeability in its contacts with 
the young agglomerates and with the deep substratum. The condition 

P bf the'cgoSf^ of the andesitic formation is presentedxin the report 
prepared by Engineers Jimenez and Campos (^T^ITis symposnufi). 

2-4 Old agglomerate ,û ô̂ alig. 

This forms the base of the andesitic formation. It wyii • 
contains intercalations of breccia and ^̂ fft*ft̂  In some holes this 
stratum shows certain secondary permeability 
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3 Hydrogeologic Condition 5̂ '̂  
/ 

On the basis of the j^^B^tfiSe. in hydrology and geochemistry and with 
the verification of the results in the deep drill holes it was possible 

r̂  to i*lltf|ifr the existence of 3 main aquifers* 

3-1 Shallow Aquifer 
•zA-

This is located (BK̂  the surface in recent geological formations made 
up of tuff, pumice and fluvials that lie on the wash of the Laguna 
Verde Volcanic Group. It is fed by surface percolation of meteoric 
water. The chemical composition of the waters of this aquifer show 
that they are predominantly carbonated, showing high concentrations 
of sulfates, when they are heated by underground steam. 

3-2 Saturated Aquifer 

This aquifer circulates in the Asî h and pyroclastic.s that make up 
the lavatic tuffaceous formation and has a bed tfafe highly impermeable 
young agglomerates. The water that circulates in this aquifer originates 
from the more or less deep infiltration of precipitation water. This 
aquifer feeds the domestic wells and gives certain thermality in some 
areas, produced by conduction by means of young agglomerates, showing-4-lvafi'̂<i 
waters with high contents of calcium and sodium bicarbonates, or by 
mixing with the waters of the deep saline aquifer producing waters 
with a high content of sodium chloride and bicarbonates of Ca and Na. 

3-3 Saline Aquifer 

Located in the andesitic formation of Ahuachapan, it has an upper 
seal of the impermeable young agglomerate formation and as a base 
massive tertiary agglomerates. This aquifer circulates through 
the zones of secondary permeability which exist in the andesites. 

Its actual expanse is to the South and West of the field, its 
boundaries on the South and East'Vnot known with exactitude, but 
apparently It stretches in an easterly direction towards the 
Chipilapa region. The chemical characteristics are ^ B high 
salinity that basically consists of sodium, potassium, and cal
cium chlorides, accompanied by a wide variety of lesser constituents 
Li, Sr, Cs, Rb, I, Br, As, B. 

The piezometric data and the geological characteristics suggest that 
the recharging zone of this aquifer is found in the volcanic groups 
located to the south of the field, where the craters facilitate the 
deep infiltration of water, that has been shown to be of a predom
inantly meteoric origin. 

The natural outlet of this aquifer seems to be the series of springs 
located to the north of the field (El Salitre, La Ceiba, San Lorenzo) 
which show atomic ratios similar to those of this aquifer although 
the absolute concentrations are less than that of the water of the 
saturated aquifer. The massive extraction of fluids from this aquifer 
in the main part of the geothermal field area has produced a flow 



inversion, in the'Indirection of the major working area, producing 
a dip in the piezometric level, this is accompanied by an invasion 
of water than tends to replace what has been extracted? the charac
teristics of this water seems to have the greatest heat content 
and saline content. 

CHEMISTRY OF THE FLUIDS 

4-1 Generalities 

The water discharged by the wells of the Ahuachapan geothermal ̂ ^̂ ^ 
field are characterized by being predominantly sodium chlorideli b̂ t" 
also containing as major constituents potassium, silica, calcium,^ 
l^( i^. See table 1. 
boir-oi% g,S 

The material discharged at atmospheric/pressure has a slightly 
alkaline pH between 7*10 and 7»80 ̂ ^t«s found at%boiling point. 
The extension of the saline aquifer that feeds the' producing wells 
of the area is presently undefined, with onlŷj!!̂® of its boundaries 
known to date« towards the West as indicated by the results of well 
Ah-15 which does not show salinity and the results of wells Ah-11 
and Ah-12 to the north of the field which show a substantially 
reduced salinity. This rapid decrease in salinity in those directions 
clearly tells us the limits of the saline aquifer in that direction 
a fact that has been verified by the low permeability and tempera
tures in the area of said wells. 

In the other directions where the extension of the high temperature 
aquifer cannot be determined we have a concentration effect in a 
S-SW direction as indicated in the map of the isocentration of 
chlorides (Figure 4), 

Everything seems to indicate that the saline water of the aquifer 
being worked has a common source although the possibility of mixes 
with high temperature water of lower salinity cannot be excluded. 
To date a salinity gradient in a vertical direction has not been 
detected since there are nearby wells drilled at the same depth 
with different concentrations, but the existence of a horizontal 
conc.entration gradient in a S-SW direction is evident. The exis
tence of this gradient tells us that the migration of fluids in 
the producing stratum is horizontal and that the wells with the 
highest concentrations (wells Ah-7, Ah-l6) would be closer to the 
reservoir feed. 

Apparently the fall of the piezometric levels of the producing 
aquifer caused by the operation are causing a more rapid migration 
of the water with greatest salinity and temperature towards the 
center of the fi^ld. This fact is verified by the increment of 
concentrations that have been made in wells Ah-1, Ah-f4, Ah-6 
as well as by a decrease in the Na/K ratio in some wells (Figure 4) 

The atomic ratios of Cl/B, Cl/As, Cl/F, CI/Br, Cl/I also indicate 
that the saline water has a common source. 



Well 

Ah-1 
Ah-4 
Ah-5 
Ah-6 
Ah-7 
Ah-20 
Ah-21 
Ah-22 
Ah-26 

Max TOC 

232 
23^ 
230 
231 
230 
225 
233 
239 
232 

T Na/ 

255 
233 
222 
257 
27^ 
256 
358 
226 
241 

4-2 Na/K Ratio 

This ratio, whose importance due to its dependence on temperature 
is well known,^has in the fluid discharged by the Ahuachapan wells 
a range between 12,5 and 8.76 which corresponds to a temperature 
range between 222 and 27^°C (White 1970) — that differs in its 
upper limit with the maximum temperature measured at the reservoir 
which is 239°C in well Ah-22. We can contend that the Na/K ratio 
hasn't reached its balance in the area of the field where there 
are great differences between the T measured and the T calculated 
by the Na/K ratio? these differences can be observed in the follow
ing table in which the values for the maximum temperature measured 
and the temperature calculated by the Na/K ratio are reportedi 

'C Difference 

23 
-1 
-8 
26 
44 
31 
25 
-13 
9 

From the preceding table and the map of Na/K temperatures 
compared with the maximum temperatures, it can be seen that these 
values move away from the temperatures measured in a S-Sw direction 
culminating in well Ah-7 which shows the greatest difference. 
This indicates that the sodium potassium hasn't reached its balance 
with the rocks of the reservoir in that direction and that it 
reaches the balance when it circulates in a N-NE direction. This 
fact is important for inferring the possible feeding zone of the 
reservoir. There is also the possibility that the "low ratios re
ported in that direction are an indication that the water that 
feeds the reservoir has been in contact with rocks of higher temp
erature in a deeper zone not necessarily near the reservoir being 
worked and that the balance in the feeding zone adjoining the 
reservoir hasn't managed to be established yet. Up to now tempera
tures greater than 239°C have not been detected in the drilling area. 

This ratio also confirms the possible extension of the reservoir 
in a S-SE direction and its N and NW boundaries coming from the 
working field. 

The map of Na/K temperatures seems to indicate, together with that 
of maximum temperatures, and with that of the isoconcentration of 
chlorides, and with that of the concentration of Si02 that the 
feeding zone is found to the south of the working field and that 
the circulation of fluids has a lateral direction with a tendency 
towards the N-NE, 
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4-3 Concentrations of SiOg 

The concentrations of Si02 correspond very accurately to those 
expected for balanced quartz water to those measured from the 
reservoir. The map of silica isoconcentrations shows an obvious 
tendency to increase towards the south of the field, and this 
correlates with the maximum measured temperatures and with the 
Na/K ratios. All the evidence indicates that the flow has a 
N-NE direction previously converging in the center of the 
area of greatest operation (Figure 5^ 

If we calculate the - .•" heat content of the water in the reser
voir using the SiG2 concentrations in the discharged water, it 
will be seen that the values are much smaller than those calculated 
by means of measurements. This fact provides evidence that a 
certain quantity of steam generated in the reservoir is being 
expelled with the mix. 

4©4 Cl/B, Cl/As, Cl/Br, Cl/I Ratios (Table 2) 

This series of ratios show themselves to be quite constant in 
the waters discharged by the producing wells, confirming only 
one source for the water that feeds the saline aquifer, ^t 
should be noted that the Cl/B ratiof'stays within the average 
range even in the Ah-l4 and Ah-l6 wells, considered to be bordering 
the working area. This fact is important because it enlarges the 
extension of the saline aquifer to the S-SE at the same time that 
it suggests a possible communication with the saline aquifer existing 
in the Chilapa area. 

The Cl/Br, Cl/I ratios are quite low compared to those found in 
similar fields and the source of the high concentrations of Br 
(40 ppm) and I (8 ppm) has not yet been explained. 

The variation in the absolute concentrations of B, As, Br, and I 
seem to be related to a process of dilution of the feed water 
in the reservoir in a N-NE direction although to date it isn't 
possible to detect this process In^saMieiBifcBnR-. 

5, PHYSICAL STATE OF THE AHUACHAPAN FIELD . ^ ^ ^ ^ 

Beginning in 1975, B L B ^ ^ H S ^ B B ^ T rjigi-nftii nn ^ considerable pro
portions was started in the AhuachaiDan geothermal field. To date 
the total quantity of extracted mass is along the order of 26 x 103 ?^ 
This artificial extraction of mass has provoked changes in the 
physical conditions of the aquifer that supplied the Ahuach^ipan 
geothermal zone. caiusf-A 

The change in the original physical conditions has been detected 
by a program of routine measurements that include! records of 
pressure and temperature, measurements of production and control 
of discharged water. 

The original condition of the aquifer, before starting the extraction 
programs on a large scale for the purpose of generationj^^s expected 
•was that determined by the saturation condition. The evidence that 
supports the satiiration condition, ttef=t is the existence of only 
one phase? it is^ossible'^o get it from the pressure ratios 
measured in the v/ell togerher with the saturation pressures for 



the measured temperatures. Figures 6 and 7 show us these ratios 
for wells Ah-6, Ahf7, and Ah-20 in 197^. These wells were selected 
because they are representative of two field sites* Ah-6 and Ah-20 
are located in the main working area and Ah-7 because of its being 
a well quite removed from the area and it has demonstrated notto 
be sensitive to many of the observed variations. 

In said figures we see how the saturation condition was generalized 
for the 3 selected wells, with only one change in this condition 
occurring when the hydrostatic pressure surpassed the saturation 
pressure. The same ratios have been graphed for the current state 
of said wells, in which one can clearly observe how the saturation 
condition has been ruptured in the Ah-6 and Ah-20 wells while it 
has stayed limmtif ^iSiumJiL. in the Ah-7 well. 

The similarity of the ratios before the extraction process indicates 
to us a s turation condition in the original aquifer in 197^, while 
the variations observed for 1976 indicate that in the zone of influence 
notable changes have occurred in the condition of the aquifer and that 
these changes have not affected the wells located outside of the major 
extraction area. 

These pressure ratios together with the saturation pressure suggest 
the probability of a steam phase in the reservoir, that would be 
explainable on the basis of a decrease in the hydrostatic level. 

With the mass extractions, without yet making suppositions about 
the existence of a recharge mechanism, a decrease in the water 
level of the reservoir has been produced which necessarily implies 
a fall in pressure. This fall in pressure should be accompanied by 
a drop in temperature until the point where the water reaches a 
balance in the temperature of the rocky formation. The saturation 
condition will then cause a decrease in pressure until saturated 
steam pressure corresponding to these balanced temperatures is 
reached. Below the water level, the pressure will drop with depth 
until the point where the pressure is greater than the saturation 
pressure and will dispose of heat from this depth to the water 
level. This available heat will theoretically cause a steam phase 
that will fill the formation and will keep the pressure above the 
water level ." more or less equal to the pressure of sdid level. 

At this point changes in the heat content of the discharge of individual 
wells, since the steam produced by the 'flash' in the interior of 
the well will add to the existing steam in the reservoir? a fact 
that has already been detected for some wells. Basically, its from 
this point of view that the hypotheses about the present discharges 
of the Ah-4 and Ah-6 wells, that are wells located in the center 
of the working area, the production conditions that are listed in 
Table 2 have been observed and they have been compared with the 
characteristics of the discharge of well Ah-7 situated a little 
further away from the zone affected by the operationi these are 
characteristics which typify the discharge of a well in which 
the percentage of steam in the total discharge is only due to 
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the 'flash' process starting with water saturated at 222°C, 

A reasonable alternative to the hypothesis of the probability 
of a steam phase in the interior of the reservoir would be to 
consider an increase in the interior of the well, that is, 
a decrease in the 'flash* level. On the other hand, a quite 
considerable increase would be needed in order to explain the 
indicated r a t i o s of l iquid-s team, an increase tha t seems to us 
not to be justified on the basis of given thermodynamic variations. 

Some considerations about the hypothesis of a recharge system 
are left to be done but up to now the only evidence in this 
direction is qualitative and was obtained during the withdrawal 
of the first unit in the months of Dec/75 to Jan/76, This was 
a period in v/hich a recovery in the pressure of the same was 
observed which exceeded the errors in measurement. 

In another part of this report it will be seen that the chemical 
composition of the waters in the field also lead to establishing 
the existence of a recharge. Therefore, it remains established 
that the behavior of the Ahuachapan geothermal field is one 
corresponding to a field where the discharges of the individual 
wells are of the water-steam type, that originally it was set 
up by a liquid phase and has been changed by working to a state 
of 2 phases« water-steam. 

5-1 Temperatures 

On the.basis of the data obtained from the 24 presently drilled 
wells, it has been possible to draw a map of the maximum measured 
temperatures for the reservoir (Fig, 8), On said map one can 
observe an area of higher temperatures (220-239°^) found situated 
in an area of 1 km2 that includes all the wells presently in 
production. The boundaries of the hyperthermal zone are well 
defined in a northerly direction by the wells Ah-11 and Ah-12 
and to the West by well Ah-15. In the South and S-iSE the area 
seems to extend as f=r as the Chipilapa region, according to 
what has been shown by the results of the deep well CH-l and 
the exploratory wells currently being drilled. This fact would 
extend the hyperthermal area to approximately 8-10 km2 which 
gives us an idea of the potentiality of the system. 

One fact that has been made clear is that the widening of the 
aria of highest temperatures due to intensive working is probably 
due to a greater movement of high temperature fluid towards the 
extraction zone. 

Also, it should be noted that the wells located in the high part 
of the reservoir show the highest temperatures? this probably 
confirms that the primary feed of the reservoir occurs in a 
southerly direction. 



The v e r t i c a l d i s t r i b u t i o n of t empera tu res measured a f t e r tte©-
thermal s t a b i l i z a t i o n , from the fo rmat ions , i s c h a r a c t e r i z e d 
by a g radua l i n c r e a s e in g r a d i e n t u n t i l i t reaches the roof 
of the r e s e r v o i r , a f t e r which t he re i s a no tab le tendency t o 
ma in ta in va lues t h a t o s c i l l a t e between 230-239°C. Genera l ly 
an i n v e r s i o n occurs upon reach ing the massive agg lomera te s . 

PRODUCTION CAPACITY 

The p r e s e n t p roduc t ion c a p a c i t y of the f i e l d , cons ide r i ng only 
the 9 producing we l l s connected t o the Geothermal S t a t i o n , i s 
arourid^l630 T/hr of mix which sepa ra t ed a t an average- p r e s su re 

t n T ^ T T kgr/cm2 r e s u l t s i n 493 t / h r of steam and 2137 T/hr of 
w a t e r , g iv ing an average r a t i o of s team/water of 0 . 2 3 . From 
the we l l s p rev ious ly cons iddred , (Ah-4 and Ah-2l) t hese a r e 
found t o be r e s t r i c t e d due t o the sma l l e r c a p a c i t y of the cyc lon ic 
s e p a r a t o r s . 

La te r on the p roduc t ion c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of the producing we l l s 
a r e r epo r t ed (Table 3) 

The curves of t h e p roduc t i on c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s , measured by 
the c r i t i c a l p r e s s u r e method, can be seen in graphs 9 and 12. 
In t h e s e we can observe t h e g e n e r a l p roduc t ion c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s 
of each w e l l . 

Because of the i n t e n s i v e working of the f i e l d , a c e r t a i n g e n e r a l 
tendency t o an i n c r e a s e in the s team/water r a t i o has bee no ted , 
t h a t in some wel l s has been more' pronounced, a s i s t he case of 
we l l Ah-6, which by i t s l o c a t i o n and depth seems to be the most 
s e n s i t i v e t o ^ ^ g | ^ » ^ ^ ^ r v a r i a t i o n s in p r o d u c t i o n . 

From t h e t a b l e on p roduc t ion c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s we can observe 2 
s i g n i f i c a n t f ac t s* 

1. The production rate of the wellsA^^uite large, a fact that 
is intimately related to the distribution of secondary permea
bility in the field which has been shown to be totally unpre-
dictible. le can see that the wells with greater capacity are 
those situated in a S-SE direction in the topographically 
elevated part of the field. 

2. A wide range of heat content in the mix that goes from values 
of 211 kcal/kgr for well Ah-5 to values of 395 kcal/kgr for 
well Ah-26, This fact seems to ' • indicate that with 
extensive operation a steam phase has been formed in the 
central part of the field. This subject was discussed in 
a previous chapter. 
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TABLE 2 

COMPARISON OF THE DISCHARGES OF WELLS Ah-4, Ah-6 , and Ah-7 

- S e p a r a t i o n P re s su re (kg/cm ) 

- T o t a l flow (T /h r ) 

-Water flow (T /h r ) 

-Steam flow (T /h r ) 

-Heat c o n t e n t of the mix (Kgal/Kg) 

-Percentage of steam c a l c u l a t e d by 
the s e p a r a t i o n p r e s su re 

-Percentage of s e p a r a t i o n expected f o r 
s a t u r a t e d water* 

Well 

6 .2 . 

472 

385.92 

85.75 . 

2 5 1 . 1 

18 .18 

1 

: 1 5 . 9 1 

Ah-4 WelUh-6 

5 . 9 

224 

. 164 .6 

59 .4 . 

291.6 

26 .55 • 

15 .7 

Well Ah-7 

5 . 8 

228.6 

198 

30.6 

224.87 

13'.8 

13 .9 

-D i f f e r ence ( f ) - ( g ) • 2 .27 10 .85 ' 0 . 1 

*In o rder t o c a l c u l a t e (g) t he hea t c o n t e n t 
of t he water a t the t empera tu re recorded in 
the w e l l i s t a k e n as a b a s e . 



PRODUCTION CHARACTERISTICS 

• « " = Kgr/cm2 

^Ah-i::i:i5.^S?:'.;:Cv*5.8 ;!•- i 
' ' • • : ^ ^ - ' . ^ / , : • . ^ . ^ v . • ' ••; .' • • 

• A h - 4 * * - - "• 6 . 2 ' •̂• 

Ah-6 , 5 . 9 

Ah-7 • . 5 . 8 

Ah-5 '. 5 . 6 

Ah-20 / 5 . 5 

A h - 2 1 * ** • . 5 . 9 . 

AIi-22 5 .9 

Ah-26 . 5 . 8 

T o t a l 
Flow 
T / h r 

344 ^ 

472-

224 ..•, . 

229 

239 

226 

502 . 

293 

102 

•Estimated computation 

••Restricted well 

Water 
Flow 
T/hr 

298 

386 . 

165 

198 . 

213 

183 • 

423 

221 

54 

46 

Steam 
Flow 
T/hr 

Percent of Heat 
separation Content 

Est 
MW 

13.37 

86 

59 

31 

26 

43 

82 ~ . 

72 

48 

18.2 

26.6 

13 .8 

10.8 

19.0 .. 

16 .3 

24 .5 • 

46 .8 

224 

251 

291 

225 

211 

•251 

.220 

281 

392 

13 

9 

5.5 

4 

6.5 

12.5 

10 

9 



L E G E N D 

® Thermal sources 
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AHUAC-HAPAN GEOTHERMAL AREA 
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ABSTRACT 

Moderate-temperature hydrothermal resources will, 
in time, be the "bread and butter" of the hydrother
mal industry. Estimates Indicate that thirty-seven 
states in the U.S. have geothermal resources that 
may be presently economically exploitable. The 
medium- and low-temperature (50 to ISO'C) hydro-
thermal resource contains about five times as much 
recoverable energy as the high-temperature (above 
150°C) resource. Oirect use of the energy from the 
resource. In process and space heating, is viable 
today. Economic electrical production using fluids 
in the ISO'C range is possible in the near-term 
future,. 

INTRODUCTION 

The upper 10 kilometers of the earth's crust may 
contain more than 8 x 10-'* calories of heat; how
ever, t'ae -najority of this heat is too diffuse to 
be economically exploitable as an energy source. 
Estimates indicate that thirty-seven states in the 
U.S. have geot.'iermal resources that may be present
ly e'cononically exploitable. The medium- to low-
iemperature (50 to ISO'C) hydrothermal resource 
contaiiij ajout five tir.Tes as much recoverable 
snsr"^ ' as the high-tes^perature (above ISCC) re
source when extraction practices are limited to 
cui-r;nt or near-term technology (Figure 1). The 
direct application of geothermal energy is a 
viable technology that already is In worldwide use. 
Cunimercial and government cooperative projects are 
now underway which will expand the use of direct 
applications in the United States'. 

HYOROTTHERMAI. RESOURCe 
rEMPeSATUfl^OCCUBHENCE PROFfLE 

l%ii ian distribution aMumptlon but actual 
diitributlon currtnt l i r undat lntd. 

c 
to i n n o 330 Rsurvo i r i tmo t ra tu r t ( °C) 

Pi«uf» I 

OIRECT APPLICATIONS 

The practices employed in the direct use of geother
mal energy encompass a wide spectrum. At one end 
is the age-old balneological use, while at the other 
is the use of geothennal energy for refr igerat ion. 
Applications range from melting snow to providing 
the thermal energy requirements for a modem food 
dehydration plant. 

I t is s tar t l ing to realize that the comitercial use 
of geothermal energy is older than the conmerclal 
use of natural gas. D is t r ic t space heating by the 
Artesian Hot and Cold Water Company of Boise. Idaho, 
was In i t ia ted in 1893. This system at one time ser
viced a peak of 400 customers. Currently, the space 
heating requirements of approximately 200 homes are 
.•net by the system. The largest known, and probably 
the most economical, d i s t r i c t heating system Is In 
Reykjavik, Iceland. I t supplies a total population 
of about 90,000 with space and domestic water heat
ing. The present capacity for the system is 
350 MW ( th ) . The average cost of heating is about 
302 below o i l heating costs.(2) 

The earl iest u t i l i za t ion of geothennal energy in 
modem industrial processing is not -.veil documented,' 
but appears to have been In i t ia ted in the early 
1950's. The Ital ians used steam at Larderello in 
the early 1300's for evaporator heating. A compila
t ion of the types of Industrial processes and the 
country in which they Are currently u t i l i zed is 
presented in Table 1. 

Hydrothermal resources i re now being employei) for 
industrial processing In the United States. The 
f i r s t of these operations was the Medo-8el Creamery 
in Klamath Fal ls , Oregon. Medo-Bel has been using 
this energy source since 1973 for milk pasteuriza
t ion. Geothermal Food Processors have recently 
in i t ia ted onion and celery drying operations at 
Brady Hot Springs, Nevada. In addit ion, the OOE 
f ie ld demonstration (PON) program has stimhlated 
industrial developments In potato processing, grain 
drying, aquaculture, agribusiness, and sugar pro
cessing. 



Table 1 

CURRENT INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES USING GEOTHERMAL EMERGY<J) 

Application Country 

Wood & Paper Industry 

Pulp & Paper New Zealand 

Timber Drying New Zealand 

Washing & Drying of Wood Iceland 

Description of Application 

Processing and a small amount of electrical 
power generation. Kraft process used. 

Kiln operation. 

Steam drying. 

Mining ^ 

Diatomaceous Earth Plant Iceland Production of dried diatomaceous earth re
covered by wet-mining techniques. 

Chemicals 

Salt Plant 

Sulphur Mining 

Boric Acid, Anmonlum 
Si carbonate. Ammonium 
Sulphate, Sulphur 

Japan, Philippines 

Japan 

Italy 

Production of salt from sea water. 

Sulfur extraction from the gases issuing 
from a volcano. 

Includes recovery of substances from the 
volatile components which accompany the 
geothennal steam. 

.Miscellaneous 

Confectionary Industry 

Grain Drying 

Brewing & Distillation 

Stock Fish Drying 

Curing Cement Building Slabs 

Seaweed 

Onion Drying 

Milk Pasteurization 

Japan 

Philippines 

Japan 

Iceland 

Iceland 

Iceland 

United States 

United States 

Geothermal steam heats rotary kiln dryer. 

Fish drying in shelf dryers. 

Curing of light aggregate cement building 
slabs. 

Drying seaweed for export. 

Dehydration of onions. 

Milk processing using low-temperature 
resource. 

Industrial use represents 40S of our national energy 
consumption, the single largest share, with residen
tial space conditioning and water heating using 20%, 
comnercial space conditioning and water heating using 
15S, and transportation accounting for the remaining 
252. 

"ne energy used by Industry can be broken into the 
following categories: 

Process Steam 40.6S 
Electric Drive 19.2S 
Electron tic Process 2.82 
Direct Process Heat » 27.8% 
Feedstocks & Chemicals 8.8% 
Other 0.8% 

Process steam and direct process heat account for 
68.4% of the total industrial use of energy, much 
of which can potentially be supplied by hydrother
mal energy. Today, high-temperature processing is 
being practiced in many cases only because those are 
the temperatures naturally achieved when fossil 
fuel Is consumed. A study by Intertechnology 
Corporation^^J reviewed in excess of 75 processes 
and defined the associated heat requirements. 
Typical processes which can be operated in the low 
to moderate range, together with the percentage of 
the process energy needs as a function of maximum 
temperature required, are given In Table II. It 
should be noted that the methodology of the study 
considered the process temperature required, not 
the temperature supplied. However, in many pro-
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cesses, time and temperature can be traded-offito 
permit the use of lower temperature energy sources. 
Thus, there are potentially many additional processes 
which can be adapted to low-temperature energy' 
sources. 

Although a national market analysis has not been 
completed, an analysis of ten Rocky Mountain states 
shows.that space conditioning and industrial pro

cessing are prime market sectors for the direct 
applications of hydrothermal energy. Currently, 
greater than 75% of the energy requirements of these 
market sectors is met by fossil fuel consumption, 
with electricity claiming the majority of the remain
ing sales. Energy competition projections for the 
referenced states indicate a future higher dependence 
upon coal, which may encounter environmental or 
other growth constraints. 

Table II 

TYPICAL INDUSTRIAL PROCESS HEAT REOUIREMENTS 

40''c. so'c- ao'c- ioo°c- i20''c- i40''c- leo'c- lacc-
60°C aO-C lOO^C 120°C 140°C 160°C 180°C 200''C 20O''C 

Dehydrated Fruits & Vegetables 

Concrete Block - Low-Pressure 

Autoclave 

Frozen Fruit S Vegetables 

Poultry Dressing 

Meat Packing 

Prepared Feeds - Pellets 

Al fa l fa Drying 

Plastic I'aterials 

Dairy Industry - Cheese 

Condensed Milk 

Dried Milk 

Fluid Milk 

Soft Drinks 

Soap 

Detergents 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1003 • 

0 

0 

0 

0 

233 

0 

0 

0 

61% 

0 

0 

1002 

1002 

0 

0 

992 

0 

,0 

0 

632 

0 

0 

li002 

0 

0 

0 

392 

0 

1002 

100% 

1002 

1002 

0 

0 

532 

422 

1002 

93=; 

662 

12 

522 

1C02 

1002 

100=; 

71' 71; 100-; 

•*• 1002 

-». 1002 

A cross matching of the hydrothermal resources, as 
known today and projected for the future, on a county-
by-county basis with the potential user sectors, has 
defined the prime commercial sectors that could most 
effectively convert to hydrothermal energy. This 
analysis reveals that all ten states under study have 
significant resources which correlate with potential 
energy market areas, and that the majority of the 
Industrial and population centers are co-located with 
hydrothermal resources. The current energy use, 
considering all potential uses of direct heal:. Is 
362 X 10'' Btu/yr, with a growth potential, by the 
year 2020, of 3980 x 10'^ Btu/yr. 

The largest single user segment is space condition
ing and water heating. The current energy use for 
this is 288 x 10'' 8tu/yr, and this could grow to 
2504 X 10'^ Btu/yr by 2020. 

Many of the major industrial energy consumers in the 
states studied can use low to moderate heat sources 
to reet a portion, if not all, of their energy needs. 

These Industries Include food and kindred products 
processing, wood and lumber products, mining and 
minerals, chemical processing, and the concrete 
industry. Table III lists the top prospect indus
tries that are matched by counties with hydrother
mal resources. 

The energy requirements of the industrial sector 
are somewhat smaller than the energy needs for 
residential/commercial space conditioning, but the 
ten-state area growth potential is excellent. In 
addition, it appears that the market can be more 
readily penetrated in the industrial sector since 
industrial applications are energy intensive 
(therefore decreasing the delivered cost per Btu), 
require less public acceptance, and have favorable 
tax benefits for investors. Current industrial 
energy use in the low to moderate heat processing 
sector which can be served by hydrothermal energy 
is 74 X 10'^ Btu/yr, with a growth potential to 
1476 X 10'^ Btu/yr by the year 2020. 



Table III 

TOP 20 INDUSTRIAL PROCESS HEAT APPLICATIONS 
DIRECTLY MATCHEDfa) FOR G£OTM£Ri'-iAL ENERGY 

REPLACEMENT IN THE RMB&R REGION 
(x 10'- BTU/HR) 

Industry 

Dehydrated Fru i t s & 

Concrete Block 

Vegetables 

Frozen Fru i t s & Vegetabl 

Poul t ry Dressing 

Meat Packing 

Prepared Feeds 

P las t i c Mater ia ls 

Dairy Industry 

Soft Drinks 

Soaps 

Inorganic Chemicals 

ReaOy-Hix Concrete 

Gyps-iir.: 

Canned / r u i t s J Vege 

Beet Sugar 

Treated Minerals 

Cotton Seed Oi l M i l l 

Prepared Meats 

Pharmaceuticals 

Furn i ture 

^ " ' T n H i i C T , . i n e mah/.hc 

tab l 

s 

,A h i 

es 

es 

t r n - 1 r t r a 

Matched 1975 
Energy Use(b) 

11.80 

7.10 

5.24 

4.82 

4.45 

3.65 

3.63 

3.24 

2.91 

1.24 

1.06 

.98 

.97 

.97 

.82 

.69 

.34 

.34 

.25 

.21 

^ i n r i u i t h r>ecnit 

ces and compatible process temperatures in 
those counties having hydrothermal resources. 

^ 'Regional consumption of direct heat energy in 
1975 replaceable by hydrothermal energy from 
co-located and temperature-matched resources. 

Market growth projections for hydrothermal energy in 
the ten-state area analyzed present an attractive 
profile. From the data illustrated In Figure 2, it 
is evident that a substantial portion of the region's 
energy needs can be satisfied by hydrothermal energy. 
Competition frwn conventional energy sources, as 
well as other alternative energy types (solar, bio
mass, etc.) result in the choice of conservative 
market penetration rates, as shown by the estimated 
penetration (bottom) curve. 

ENERGY CONSUMPTION PROJECTIONS 
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In the U.S., direct applications of hydrothermal 
energy are minimal , a result of our former abun
dant, inexpensive fossil fuel supply. However, 
with reduced fossil fuel supplies and increasing 
energy requirements, the nation can no longer delay 
implementing the significant contributions that the 
direct utilization of geothermal resources can make 
tc meeting energy demands. Reducing resource uncer
tainties, assisting industry in developing confi
dence in the applications of hydrothermal fluid, 
removing unnecessary barriers, solving environmental 
issues, demonstrating uses, and providing incentives 
are necessary activities If the objective of wide
spread utilization of geothermal resources is to be 
attained. Many applications of geothermal heat are 
considered straightforward applications of existing 
technology, but there are appl-ications, such as In
dustrial drying with low- to medium-temperature 
geothermal fluids, where technical issues remain 
to be resolved by experiment, demonstration, or 
analysis. Small-scale and pilot testing are im
portant incentives to denonstration and full-scale 
applications of industrial processes. 

At the Raft River Geothermal Test Site In southcen-
tral Idaho, a highly successful aquaculture experi
ment has demonstrated the desirability of raising 
aquatic species directly In geothennal fluids, a 
fluidized-bed geothennal dryer has converted potato 
wastes into high protein fish food, and an agricul
ture/irrigation experiment has explored the benefits 
and detriments of raising field crops with spent 
geothermal fluids. In addition, the first U.S. geo
thermal-powered air conditioner cools a Raft River 
office building; on-line building space heating is 
being examined, and new heat exchanger designs are 
being evaluatecj for highly corrosive and scaling 
water applications. 

To further promote the development and early conmer
cialization of direct applications, the Department 
of Energy has issued two Program Oppartunity Notices 
for field experiments. Currently, eight projects 
are in progress and an additional fourteen are in 
the contract negotiation stage. The projects are 
listed in Table IV. 



ic Table IV 

GE0THEW1AL OIRECT USE FIELD EXPERIMENTS 

.C 

Project 

Utah Roses, Inc. 

Utah Energy Office 

Montana Energy & MHO Research 
& Development Institute, Inc. 

Madison County Energy Coirmission 

Chilton Engineering 

Town of Pagosa Springs 

City of Boise 

Haakon School 

South Dakota School of Mines 

St. Mary's Hospital 

Ore-[da Foods, Inc. 

Monroe City 

City of Klamath F.ills 

Torbett-Hutchings-Smith 
Memorial Hospital 

Klamath County YMCA 

City of El Centro 

TP.Vi, Inc. 

Navarro College 

City of SusanviHe 

Geothermal Power Corp. 

Hydrothermal Energy Corp. 

Aquafarms International, Inc. 

Location 

Salt Lake| City, UT 

Salt Lake City, UT 

Butte, MT: 

Rexburn, ID 

Elko, NV 

Pagosa Springs, CO 

Boise, ID 

Philip, SD 

Diamond Ring Ranch, SD 

Pierre, SD 

Boise, 10 

Monroe, UT 

Klamath Falls, OR 

Marlln, TX 

Klamath Falls, OR 

El Centro, CA 

Redondo Beach, CA 

Corsicana, TX 

Susanville, CA 

Novato, CA 

Reno, NV 

."̂ ecca, CA 

Application 

greenhouse space heating 

space & water heating 

space heating ' 

district heating 4 industrial food 
processing 

Space i water heating 

district heating 

district heating 

space & water heating 

space heating 1 agribusiness 

space heating 

space heating & industrial food 
processing 

district heating 

district heating 

space i water neating 

space 4 •^ater neating 

space heating .4 cooling 

industrial food processing 

space 4 water heating 

district heating 

space heating 4 igribusiness 

space 4 water heating 

aquaculture 

Each project, '.̂ Ith minor variations. Is organized 
to include the following major phases: 

a) Environmental Report Preparation 
b) Resource Assessment 
c) Well Drilling 
d) Well Evaluation 
e) Corrosion Evaluation 
f) ''later Disposal Method Decision j 
g) System Design 
h) System Construction | 
i) System Monitoring 

I 
The type and complexity of the current projectS| vary 
from space heating and grain drying (Diamond Ring 
Ranch) to food processing (Ore-Ida Foods, Inc.)'. 
'While only existing technology is being employeil 
to carry out the projects, they will provide anj 
excellent baseline for future conmerclal develop
ment. I 

Valuable environmental, technical, operational and 
economic information will be generated as a result 
of these projects, [n addition, institutional i 

barriers will be tested, private firms and organiza
tions will gain experience, and public awareness of 
hydrothermal energy will be Increased. 

Since It Is difficult to discuss direct application 
economics except in a generic manner, these projects 
are especially important to the development of the 
hydrothermal market. Economics are extremely site 
and application dependent. Major factors whicn 
determine the economics i r e : 

a) Depth of Resource 
b) Geophysical Surveys Required 
c) Utilization Factor y 
d) dT Available 
e) Pumping Costs 
f) Disposal Method Required 
g) Fluid Transmission Distance 
h) Water Quality 
1) Heat Exchanger Surface Area Required 
j) Cost of Invest.Tent Cipital 
k) Taxation Position of Ceveloper/User 



Figure 3 illustrates the Importance of using as much 
of the energy as possible. If only a 10°F iT Is 
available for use, the resource must be shallow and 
near its utilization point, whereas the project 
economics are greatly improved if iT's of 50 to 
lOCF can be obtaineo. Estimates from the field 
experiments program 6nd actual cost data from sev
eral private developments yield energy cost rates 
from 3.46/MBtu to S5.83/MBtu. 
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ELECTRIC APPLICATIONS 

The lower temperature limit for economic electric 
power generation aporoaches 170 to 130°C. Since 
many of the presentations at this symposium will 
discuss power cycles, power economics, resource 
definition and reservoir engineering for electric 
power production, only a brief description of the 
research being performed to include the moderate-
temperature resources into the "economic" power 
production range Is discussed herein. 

As one of the initial steps in the application of 
moderate-temperature hydrothermal resources to 
electrical power production, a prototype power plant, 
rated at 60 kW, was constructed in Idaho's Raft 
River Valley. This was the first time a binary cycle 
generated electricity from medium-temperature 
geothermal fluid and supplied power to a conmerclal 
grid. Isobutane is being used as the working fluid 
in this system. The primary function of this facil
ity is to test advanced components and systems, and 
to gain actual operating experience. 

Attempts to find less expensive devices to transfer 
heat are also continuing. Both fluidized-bed and 
direct-contact heat exchangers have been developed. 
Models of fluidized-bed exchangers, which use a bed 
of floating sand to scĵ jb the scale from heat-exchan
ger tubing, were tested to analyze their flow-distri
bution characteristics. It now appears, however, 
that component development will center on direct-
contact exchangers in which the secondary fluid 
mixes with the hot geothermal fluid. 

A second prototype system, a 500 kW direct contact 
heat exchanger pilot plant. Is being designed by 
Barber Nichols Company for the Lawrence Berkeley 
Laboratory. This system will be tested at Raft 
River In the fall of 1979. It will be the 'irst 
test of a binary geothermal system with heat ex
changers large enough to eliminate size effects. 

As an outgrowth of this research and development 
work, a 5 MW(e) binary cycle pilot plant is being 
built at Raft River, Idaho. This plant will utilize 
state-of-the-art components, but will employ a dual 
boiling power cycie using isobutane as a working 

• fluid. It is designed to take maximum advantage of 
the valley's low seasonal temperatures which are 
typical of the intermountain west. Design work was 
completed in January of 1978, and construction 
initiated in August, 1978. The facility should begin 
ooeration by nid-1980. 

The 5 HW(e) plant will require about 2250 gallons 
per minute of 143°C geothermal fluid.'* The Raft River 
well field has four deeo production wells. These 
wells will produce a flow of approximately 2650 gal
lons per minute, which is sufficient to operate both 
the power plant and auxiliary experiments. The pro
duction wells range in depth from 5000 to 6500 feet, 
anci draw geothermal water from a zone of fractures 
3750 to 6000 feet deep. 

To protect the shallow groundwaters, and to prevent 
subsidence or ground settling, the expended hydro-
thermal fluid will be injected back into the 
ground. The Raft River well field contains three 
medium-depth injection wells. Tests are presently 
being conducted to determine their ability to accept 
long-term Injection. 

This research and development work, couoled with 
industry participation, will be instrumental in 
determining the economic and technical feasibility 
of the use of moderate-temperature resources for 
electric power production. 
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Bottom-hole temperature stabilization with 
continued circulation of drilling mud 

M. F. MicJdIeton* 

ABSTRACT 

Dclcrniinalion of iruc formaiion temperature from mea
sured bottom-hole temperature (BHT) is important for well 
log inlerprclalion and geothermal studies, especially with 
the current realization of the role of temperature in hydro
carbon maturation. A " b u l k " thermal diffusivity of the 
borcholc-rock system of approximately 0.003 cm"/sec . 
initially suggested by Leblanc et al (1982). is confirmed by 
comparison with a two-media borehole model. In general, 
limc-conseculivc BHT measurements exhibit slower stabi
lization than those predicted by thermal conduction models. 
A simple model of ihermal stabilization of a borehole with 
continued circulation after cessation of drilling is proposed. 
By modeling the thermal sink due to continued circulation 
of drilling mud as an exponentially decaying sink, thermal 
stabilization curves more consistent with observation are-
obtained. A good estimate of true formation temperature 
can be obtained by a curve-matching technique where the 
observed BHT data are well behaved and the physical con
ditions in the borehole closely match the assumed model. 
However, It is virtually impossible in some cases to obtain 
a precise estimate of true formation temperature with BHT 
measurements from well log runs with cuaent BHT stabi
lization models. 

INTRODUCTION 

Determination of true formation temperature from measured 
botiom-hole temperatures (BHT) is important for well log anal
yses, geothermal investigations, and hydrocarbon maturation 
studies. One such method for determining Iruc formation tem
perature was presented by Middleton (1979) using a square bore
hole model. Leblanc et al (1982) discussed BHT stabilization in a 
circular cross-section hole. The method used to determine true 
formation temperature from measured BHTs is a curve-matching 
technique in which thermal stabilization is assumed to be due to 
radial conduction of heal into the borehole.' Leblanc ct al (1982) 
found a " b u l k " thermal diffusivity k^ of about 0.003 cm^/scc to 
approximate physically the thermal properties of the rock-mud 
medium of the cylindrical borehole filled with drilling mud and 
surrounded by rock of ihennal diffusivity about 0.01 cin-/.sec. 

These niiidcls assume simple heal conduction from a radial or 
square borehole, initially with a mud temperature some tens of 
degrees less than Ihe formaiion temperature of the surrounding 
rock. In many cases, however, ihis model poorly explains ob
served BHT stabilization with time, possibly a result of continued 
circulation of drilling mud for several hours after drilling has 
ceased or short-period variations in groundwater circulation. 

This paper examines the thermal properties of saturated porous 
rock and drilling mud in order to test the validity of using a bulk 
thermal diffusivity for Ihe rock-mud borehole thermal system. A 
model of thermal stabilization with continued slow circulation of 
drilling fluids in the borehole after circulation has ceased is also 
presented. Continued circulation of drilling fluids is modeled as 
an exponentially -decaying thermal sink of arbitrary lime con
stant; using a bulk ihermal diffusivity for the rock-mud borehole 
system allows considerable simplification of Ihe mathematical 
analysis. This model explains commonly observed BHT stabiliza
tion which does not appear to conform to predicted ihermal 
stabilization by Ihermal conduction alone. 

OBSERVED BOREHOLE STABILIZATION 

Typical plots of BHT stabilization data in deep petroleum ex
ploration wells from the Cooper basin in central Australia are 
shown in Figure I. Several lemperature readings were taken in 
conjunction with geophysical well log runs less than 40 hours after 
drilling ceased, although the majority were taken within 20 hours. 
Figures la and lb show what may be termed good thermal re
covery data where the consecutive BHTs converge with lime toward 
Ihe true formaiion temperature.' Figures Ic to If show less well-
behaved data. Measurements particularly difficult to interpret 
were those made less than 20 hours after the cessation of drilling 
(Figure Id) and those exhibiting slow onset of recovery toward the 
true formation temperature (Figure IQ. 

A Ihermal stabilization model assuming a bulk thermal diffusiv
ity of approximately 0.003 cm-/sec was proposed by Leblanc el al 
(1982) lo explain BHT stabilization by ihermal conduction. For 
a cylindrical borehole with a bulk ihermal diffusivity k^. the 
icnif)erature BHT(/) al Ihe center of the borehole of radius <i which 
is initially al drilling mud temperature T„ and surrounded by rock 
of formation icmfx:rature 7 / is given by: 

BHT(/) = T„. + A r [ c x p ( - « V 4 A , , / ) ] . ( I ) 
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where / is the time alter ce.>;s:ilion o f d r i l l i ng and ^ T - '/', - -/•„,. 

Fis;urc 2 sliiiws a .set <if curves «>f ( H U T - T,,,) versus l ime alter 

dr i l l ing li;is cea.seil. h;iSecl on equ:il i( in | I ) fur vi i i ious v;dues n f 

A7' . u i i h borelii i lc radiu.s o f 10 cm and a it,, o f ().(KI3 ein-/.Nec. 

Figure 2 also show.s' data f rom B ig Lake 13 wel l which have 

been nialched by eye lo the A T - K(I°C model curve wi th 7",,, = 

63°C and I f = I 4 3 ° C . Figure 2 deinonstraics that, provided the 

assumption o f a k^ o f 0.()03 c m ' / s e c is correct, data o f the type 

shown in Figure la arc cxpl- j incd by the conduct ion stabil ization 

model. The conduction model indicates rapid thermal recovery 

in ihe firsi 10 hours after d r i l l i ng has stopped. However, ob

served BHTs of icn exhibit a s lower rate o f recover)' (Figures l b 

to I f ) . Continued circulat ion o f d r i l l i ng (luids .ippcars to play a 

significant role in temperature stabi l izat ion. 

T H E R M A L PROPERTIES OK T H E ROCK-MUD 
BOREHOLE SVSTEM 

Four important physical quantit ies to be considered in the 

thermal recovery problem are ihermal conduct iv i ty K. specific 

heal c, density p, and thermal d i f fus iv i t y k. These quantit ies are 

related by the equation: 

k = K/pc. (2) 

In the case o f the thermal recovery o f a borehole, the bulk char-

acierisiics o f the fomiat ion rocks and borehole should be deter

mined. Bear (1972) and Leblanc el al (1982) suggested the fo l low

ing relationships for saturated porous media: 

K^ = K „ . ^ + K . ( \ - < } ) ) , (3) 

Ci = c„.<t) + c , ( l - <J>). (4) 

-rnhk' I . .A.v.s'niiu*<l piiruinclcrs. 

and 

Pt = p.v4> + p . ( i - <i>). (5) 

where <J> is fwrosi ly , the fract ion o f pore volume to ihe total 

volume, and the subscripts b, w , and s represent bu lk , f lu id , and 

sol id, respectively. Thus the bulk physical property is a linear 

(or series) combination o f the f lu id and sol id components. Bear 

(1972) suggested parallel and other combinat ions o f the f lu id and 

solid components; these other bulk determinations give values 

very simi lar lo those calculated by equations (3) lo (5) . The non

linear expression for K i , o f Sass et al (1971) gives simi lar values 

as equation (3). However , the consistent set o f linear equations 

relating <{> to the above physical parameters [equations (3) to (S)] 

is adopted here. Bu lk thermal d i f fus iv i t y is determined by sub

stituting equations (3) to (5) in equation (2) . It is important to 

note that the bulk thermal d i f fus i v i t y determined in this fashion 

is ihat o f either rock or mud, but not o f t h e whole borehole system. 

The bulk thermal d i f fus iv i ty o f the borehole system is determined 

by varying k i , in equation ( I ) to obtain the op t imum match, w i th 

the Ihermal stabil ization model using true values o f the rock 

( formai ion) thermal d i f fus iv i ty k j and mud thermal d i f fus iv i ty k „ . 

The two-media stabil ization model and subsequent comparison 

with equation ( I ) lo determine k i , is presented in the fo l low ing 

section. 

Fo rwa te ra t I 0 0 ° C , / f . . = 0.0016 cal c m " ' s e c " ' ° C ' ' . c.. = 

1.0076 cal g ~ ' ° C " ' , p,. = 0.9584 g / c m ^ and * „ . = 0.0017 

cm^/scc (Kappclmeyer and Hacnel , 1974, p. 223). Dr i l l i ng muds 

have densities in the range I . I lo 1.2 g / c m \ A bcntonite mud has 

a porosity range f rom equation (5) o f 0.86 to 0 .77. a.ssuming the 

density o f the benionite clay to be 2.0 g / c m ^ . The mud bulk 

thermal parameters are shown in Table I for porosities 0.86 and 

0.77. S imi lar ly , the thermal prof)erties o f saturated porous rock 

I'liy.^ieal parainelei Mii.l U.vk 

d. = 0.K6 <1> = 0.77 i , = U.KI J, = (|.2(| 

A'fclcal cm - see " 
r , ( c a l g - ; ' ° C - ' ) 
|ift(g/cnr"l 
il,,(cin"/.scc) 

°c- ' ) 0.(X)21 
0.90 
I.IU 
0.(X)21 

0.0024 
0.K2 
1.20 
0.(X)24 

0.(X)65 0.IX1.S9 
0.28 0..16 
2.4K 2..11 
0.0094 0.0071 

Parameter 

p..(t/cm') 
r „ , ( c a l g " ° C - ' ) 
AT ...(cal c m - ' s e c - ' " C ' ) 
l>,.,,. (g/cm'l 
(\.,,;.(cal i ; " ' " C - ' ) 
AT..,,, {cal e m - ' . w ' °C ' l 
( i , ( j ; /cm') 
. • , ( c a l g - ' ° C - ' ) 
A ' , ( ca l cm" ' . ' i c c - ' °C - ' ) 

Value 

0.9584 
1.0076 
0.0016 
2.00 
0.20 
0.005 
2.65 
0.20 
0.007 

are described by equations (2) to (5) . Deep bores commonly 

boitom in rock o f porosity in the range 10 lo 20 percent (A thy , 

1930). Table I shows rock bulk thermal parameters for porosities 

0.10 and 0.20 wi th the tabulated values o f f luid and solid com

ponent parameters. 

For the two-media borehole model , the dr i l l ing mud is assumed 

lo have thermal conduct iv i ty K „ o f 0.002 cal cm ~ ' sec ~' " C ' and 

thermal d i f fus iv i ty k „ o f 0.002 cm^/sec, and the formai ion is 

assumed to have thermal conduct iv i ty K f o f 0.006 cal c m " ' 

s e c " ' ° C " ' and thermal d i f fus iv i t y /:y o f 0.008 cm ' / sec . 

T W O - M E D I A C Y L I N D R I C A L BOREHOLE M O D E L 

The two^media cy l indr ica l borehole stabil ization model is 

physical ly s imi lar to the model presented by Leblanc et al (1982), 

wi th Ihe added assumption o f dif ferent thermal properties inside 

and outside the borehole. Th is type o f problem was discussed by 

Carslaw and Jaeger (1959, p. 345 -346 ) who gave the solution to 

the specific problem o f Ihe stabi l ization o f a cyl indr ical region 

init ial ly al a temperature V surrounded by an infinite region 

ini t ial ly al zero temperature. The present problem is Ihe reverse 

o f Ihat situation; the region 0 s r < o is in i t ia l ly at the (cooler) 

mud lemperature T „ and the region r > a is in i t ia l ly at the (holler) 

formaiion temperature Tf . The problem is treated using the Laplace 

transformation, and fu l l analysis is g iven in the Appendix. 

The lemperature at the center o f Ihe borehole is given by: 

7-(0. 0 = 7> - ^ ^ ' ^ f - / - ^ f e x p ( - A „ m ^ ) • 
Tt a Al 

y , ( ua )du 

u^[A^{u) + B H U ) ] 

where 

A ( u ) = ( K „ / K A ' - J , U ' " ) J o { K a u ) 

- K ( K j l K „ . A - J „ ( a u ) J y ( K o u ) . 

B (u ) = ( K j K f y ' ^ J ^ ( a , . ) Y o ( , K a u ) 

- K { K f / K y - J o { o i i ) Y , { < ^ o u ) . 

K = ( k j k r ) " \ 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

$ 

•M: 

I: 

with Ju {x ) , J , M - Y o M , and y , ( x ) as Ihe Bessel functions o f 

order zero and I . 
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FIG. 3. Thermal stabilization by conduction of a two-media borehole as a function of lime after cessation of drilling, based on equation (6), 
for various values of i^7and typical mud and rock thermal properties: K „ = 0.002cal c m " ' s e c " ' " C " ' , K/ = 0.006cal c m " ' s e c " ' ° C " , 
k „ = 0.002 cm^/sec. and kf = 0.008 cm-/sec. 

Figure 3 shows the thermal stabilization of a borehole as a func
tion of time after cessation of dril l ing, using this model for various 
values of AT" = Tf — T „ and assuming a = 10 cm, k „ = 0.002 

'sec"">C-
' °C" ' . 

kf = 0.008 cm Vsec, cmvsec, K „ = 0.002cal c m ' 
and Kf = G.(X36 cal cm "'sec 

Figure 4 shows single-medium stabilization curves with bulk 
Ihermal diffusiviiies of 0.008, 0.003. and 0.002 cm'sec" ' com
pared with the two-media model in Figure 3 with AT = 60°C. 
The model wiih a bulk ihermal diffusivity of 0.003 cm^/sec most 
consistently approximates the two-media model for limes less 
than 15 hours when most BHT measurements are made. After 
15 hours all models asymptotical ly approach stabilization. Figure 

5 shows the difference between Ihe 0.003 cm-'/sec bulk thermal 
diffusivity model and ihe two-media model for various values of 
AT". Essentially, the 0.003 cm^/sec bulk thermal diffusivity 
model provides a good approximation to the more physically 
correct iwo-media stabilization model. The simplification of us
ing a bulk Ihermal diffusivity greatly reduces the complexity of 
the analysis of the borehole thermal recovery model with the 
continued thermal sink boundary condition. 

THERMAL RECOVERY WITH CONTINUED CIRCULATION 

Some of the ihermal recovery curves shown in Figure 1 are 
poorly explained by the simple thermal conduction stabilization 
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FIG. 4. Comparison of the two-media borehole stabilization 
curves with single-medium borehole stabilization curves, based 
on equation ( I ) , with various values of i / , for A 7 = 60°C. 

FIG. 5. Sets of thermal stabilization curves, based on equations 
( I) and (6), which describe the single medium and the two-media 
models, respectively. 
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mode I. and ihey may be more satisfactorily dcscriticd by a rnodcl 
email ing continued circulation of drilling (luids after drilling has 
ceased,'in which Case the lluids prcvcnl thermal slabilizajidn of 
the borehole by conduciton alone. Essentially, the circulaiing-
(luids mainiain ihe cooler mud icmpcraiures in (he hole. Such 
behavior is similar to a thermal sink which decays with lime. 
Because (he behavior of settling of the circulating mud is un
known, for mathematical simplicity its effect is represented by 
an exponentially decaying thennal sink. The problem is ap
proached by expressing the, temperature distribution as the sum 
of (1) thC' temperature distribution due to instantaneous sources, 
and (2) the temperature distributibn due to heal loss from the 
sink. A. cylindrical borehole with radial transfer of heat is as
sumed (see Figure 6). Initial physical conditions are similar to 
those in the model presented by Middleton (197.9). 

Solution for instantaneous sources 

This result was.dcrived.by Leblanc ei.al (1982) for the thermal 
stabilizaiionof a cylindrical borehole by condiuctipn of heat. The 
temperature distribution T ( Q , t) at the center o f t h e borehole 
{r - 0) is given by equation ( ! ) , where A T = Tf ~ T „ and 
BHT(/) = T(0, t). 

Solution for an exponential sink 

The temperature distribution for a sink of exponentially de
creasing magnitude is found by inlegratibn of the expression for 
the cohlinuous point source over an infinile,regi6n. 

The expression for a, continuous {xsint .source is' JGai^iaw 
and Jaeger, 1959, p. 261, equation 10.4(1)): 

S-10fn 
'ni 

R a d i a l f low 

r a f heot-

-~ T - ' f 

= sink strength 

FiC. 6. Schematic diagram of the assumed physical tnodel of the 
basal section of a borehole; v4o is ihejnitial sink stri;ngtK arid b is 
the lime constant of the'dccaying sink. 

r(r.o = 
%[-nktf 

[' Ht 
K ( l - t ) V7 

exp[r74*4{( - (')]rf('. (9) 

where r^ = {x — i ' } ^ + (j* ~ y ' ) ^ + (^ '~ '̂Y-< * ' ' h the loca
tion of the sink at {x ' , y ' , z ' ) , the location of observation at 
{x, y, z), and,<{)(f) the strength of'the transient heal sink. Equa^ 
tion (9) is expressed in cylindrical coordinates as 

( I -
A \ i i exD - • 

I 
T{r. 6, z. f) = 

%pc{Tsk)^ i ^ h { t 

z ' y 1 r r r ' cos 6 ' 1 f (r^ + r'^) "i 

( f - r * P 
r ' d r ' d e ' d z ' d i ' , (10) 

where ^ ( l ' ) = A ( t ' ) r ' d r ' d B ' d z ' / p c . This point source is 
integrated over the infinite space; —«> < z :< »_ o < 6 < 2Tr, 
0 < r < =0 with generation of heat only in the cyliridrica! volume 
0 < . r . < a, — ™ ' < z < " . TTiestemperature distribution is now 
expressey by 

r ( r , r ) = 
I 

2Jtpc 

exp 

4 (f ~t ') L 

LSillAll 
[ 4k,(, - t'] 

L 2 i t » ( r - f ' ) 

r ' d r ' . ( f l ) 

T{0, 1} = (Ao/bpc)( i - €xp ( -b t ) ] - (/to/pc) • 

• cxf>i-bt} i cxpibu - ^/p.)du, (13) 
•'o 

where p = A / 4 k ) , , Equation (13) is the temperature perturbation 
due to the sink of magnitude 4o exp(—if)- An equivalent sink 
temperature T, is defined as 

T, = Ao/hpc. (14) 

where /Q W 's ̂  modified Bessel function of zero.order. Evaluating 
equation ( I I ) on the axis /• = 0 and performing the integration, 
thetemperature distribution is 

7", may be ctinsidered the temperature which is necessary to pro-
duce.the sink of magnitude /1Q at time t = ,0. The sink tnay be de
fined as 

r(o 1} = t l / p c ) | 4 , ( f ' ) { l - exp [ -a74*« . ( ' . - n ] } d f . 

(12) 

In the'present problem A(() is assumed to be AQ cxp(—iif). where 
b is the time constant of the decaying thermal sink. Equation (12) 
then becomes 

A it) = fcpcr^ exp (-*()-

THE COMPLETE SINK MODEL 

(15) 

The complete model is obtained by subtracting the tempcralurii 
perturbation of the sink: [equation (13)] from the teniperaturc 
distribution due iq stabilization by conduction [equation (1)]. The 

11 
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AT = T, 

^ fiO r-

60 r~ 

l U 

20 

- / 1 

kj, = 0 0 1 
b = 0-0001 

/ y ^ ^ 
/A^ 
> ^ 

1 1 1 t 

fiT 

60 

in 

1 .J 

Fic. 7. A pldtof(BHT - T„) versus ti me.aftcr completion ofdril I ing, from equatioii (16), for various values of A 7" and Jtj, with the assumption 
that 7", = AT". The. variable nature of stabilization for differing i j is clearly seen. 

3 
f 

completis solution for the temperature at the center of the bore
hole (r = 0) as a fijnctioii of time.is 

7-(0. I) = [ r „ - (Tf - ?•„) cxp(-aV4Jt*f)] 

- T , [ l - exp(-Ar)] 

-I- t r , exp(-ii/) I exp(iiu) exp{-p/u)<fo (16) 

which must be evaluated numerically. 
Figure 7'shows-a plot of the BHT, given by equation (15), 

minus T„ versus time after completion of drilling for various, 
values of A r ( = r f — T^), A*, and A assUrning 7", = AT. The 
assumptipn that T, = AT may in many cases provide a good 
approximation of T,• With T, -4 AT, the*model approaches the 
conduction case in equation (1). With Tj > AT", the/model gives 
BHTs in the first lO or so hours, after completion of drilling ap
proaching zero or less degrees which is physically unacceptable. 
Figure 8 shows the behavior of (BHT - t „ ) versus time after 

Fic, 8, A plot of (8HT - T„) versus time after completion of 
drilling for constant Jirt, AT, and i with variable Tj, the magnitude 
of the thermal sinkdue to circulation. Considerable difference 
occurs between the simple conduction model (T, = 0) aiid the 
circulation models,in the time interval (5 to 20 hbuh) when BHT 
measurements are generally made. 
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iMinpIwlion lif ilrdltng Uiv .t oniscmv k,, (It.tKl.S O H ' / S O C I .und 
/) (l).l)(K! I scv ' I wjlh s r •=̂  .*;(»" C ;md vjiriiius" values (if l'.. Tin: 
assuriijJiion of 'I., = ,A'/' jjijKurs re;isoiuilik* from ihc. jJivscnl 
preliminary study. 

Figure 9 shows the behavior,of (tJHT' — r „ ) versus time, after 
citmplclion of drilling for- T, = A T = ( i t r C and k„ = O.tKl.l 
cm ' / s ee with various v;ilucs of the ihcrrnal sink linic C(i(ist;ini 
h ' ' . Uirgc l> models a small duration of circublion aftereomplc-
tionof drilling, and small /) models a large duration of circulation. 
Mixlcls with large./." approach ihc.cbnduclion .stabilization niodcj 
of equation (9). Figure 9 essentially demonstrates ihat a given 
aniouni of heal 

I cp'T, c x p i - h i U l i 
A. 

per unit volume has less effect on the cooling of the borehole if 
released over a large period of time, that is, the ft = 0.0001 
sec" ' curve, most closely approaches the curve for conduction 
without a source [Ag = 0). For f = O.OCXl) sec" ' , A/Ag = 
c x p ( - l ) = 0.3679 after 2.78 hdiir's. A i value of 0.0001 sec"' 
is the most representative sink lime constant, because A values 
less than this have ihprdinaiely long cii:culaiion times, and higher 
b valucs-produGc only slight variation in the stabilization curve. 

Figure 10 illustrates the ihermal sink mctdcl for the Optimum 
Jtfc value of 0.{X13 cm^/sec with T, = AT and b = p.OCWI sec" ' 
for various values of AT. The curves in this figure approach the 
formation temperature more slowly than the simple conduction 
stabilization curves. Figure 11 shows the Toolachce I and 
Moomba 13 data matched to the curves plotted in Figure 10. 
These-daia appear to be consistent with the circulation nriodel for 
r , = AT arid b = 0.0001 see"'. 

DISCUSSION 

The present model, approximating the thermal sink effccis of 
continued mud circulation after cessation of drilling as-a decaying 
exponential sink, produces BHT stabilization curves consistent 
with the slower return to formation temperature common to many 
wells (Rgure l l ) . 

The very slowly stabilizing wells (for example, Figures Ic, le 
and IQcan be'explained by the very low bulk thermal diffusiv
ity models {ki, S O.Opl cm^/sec) shown in Figure 7. The major 
unknown quantity in the present study is the initial magnitude 
of the, thermal sink caused by circulation (AQ = bpcT,); this sink 
is a function of "equivalent sink temperature" T, and the sink-
thermal decay tirrie constant ft. Although these quantities are 
poorly known, this study points" to T, being'of similar order of 
magniludc to AT, and fc on the order of 0.0001 sec" ' . Further' 
studies are needed to determine the range'of Tj.and b Values more 
precisely. 

Figures 3 anil 10 can be used to determine true formation 
lemperature by the curve-matching technique described in Middle-
ton (1979). Figure 3 is used in the case of no continued circuia-
tion. arid Figure. 10 is used when circulation after cessation of-
drilling is"S0speciea, Often, Jntermediaie cases of thermal stabili
zation occur tetween ihe twd'extremes of Figures 3 and 10. How
ever, interpretation by curve matching Id, Figures 3 and 10 gives 
an interpretive range of true forrnation temperature for a parlicu-

' lar SCI of data. Figure 2 gives a good.example of data matching 
the case of no continued circulation, and Figure 11 gives exam
ples of data consistent with continued circulation. However, 
rriany sets of (imc-conscculivc BHT measurements arc not well-
bchayed in the sense of followirig the predicted stabilization 

i>Q r b = O'OOOOI sec"'' 

10 .20 30 ^0 50 60 

FIG, 9. A.plol of (BHT - T„) versus time after completion of drill
ing for r , = AT = 60°C and GOnsiant fcj.with.variabie ihermal 
sink linie consiant bi 
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FIG. 10, Set of stabilization curves for the circulation niodel, from 
equation (16). This set of curves may be used similarly to those 
of Figures 2 and 5 to determine Tf from a series of BHT measure
ments. These curves are applicable to the situation of continued 
mud circulatioii for approximately 3 hours after drilling has 
ceased, and an "equivalent sink temperature" approximately 
equal to'AT. 
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Ftc. 11. The Toolachee I (•} and Moomba 13 (o) data matched to 
the curves plotted in Figure 10. 
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K'haviiir ll-'iiiiirc.s Ic and If). In iliusc ca.scs the present mmlcl 

cannot Itc applied In give L'IMHI appnixiin.'ilitins of true I'oriiKi-

lion Iciiipcralurc. because other physical plioiuiinciKi such as 

groundwater circulation or disruption of Ihermal coiidilinns by 

well logging activities may apply which have not boon con

sidered. 

'litis study shows that il is difficult lo intciprct a sel of liinc-

coiiscculivc UHI" measurements made less than 20 hours alter 

drilling has ceased, due to lack of knowledge of the magnitude 

and duration of mud circulation in ihc well or borehole. However, 

estimates of true formation temperature from conduction only 

and circulation models indicate the range of values in which this 

temperature may fall for well-behaved data. 
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APPENDIX 
TWO-MEDIA CYLINDRICAL BOREHOLE THERMAL 

STABILIZATION MODEL 

The region 0 £ r < o in cylindrical coordinates is Ihc borehole 

with Ihermal conductivity K „ . thermal diffusivity k „ , radius a, and 

initial temperature T„ . The region r > o is the sedimentary for

mation of thermal conductivity Kf, thermal diffusivity kf. and 

initial temperature Tf. The problem is to be solved using the 

Laplace transform; the solution is ver)' similar to that of the spe

cial case described by Carslaw and Jaeger (1959, p . 346). 

TTie temperatures in Ihe regions 0 ^ r < o and r > a are 7 , 

and T2, resfxjciively. The differential equations govcming the 

present problem are 

a^T, I dT, I dT, 

—— + — : — ":—:— = o, o ^ r < o , / > o (A-D 

;i-Ty I (T/-, I ,-i-/-, 
r •<- ^ = 0. r > II. I > 0 (A-2) 

ri/" r ,lr ki ill 

to be solved with 7-3 = T/ at / = 0. The subsidiary equations 

arc 

and 

H-T, j ^ h j ^ 

Ur' r i\r 

I dT 

- H\Ty = - - 7 ^ . 0 < r < o, ( A - 3 ) 

~ <i\i 1 = — — . r > a 
k, Hr' r Hr 

with </, = { p / k „ ) " \ q . = t p / k f ) " ' . and 

( A - 4 ) 

Tip) = I cxp{-pt)T{l)dl. 
• '0 

The solution of equation (A-3), the temperature distribution in

side ihe borehole, is 

7-, = 
T„Kf{kJ 

pD 
loi<1\r)Ki(q2a) 

TfKfikJ"^ 
+ lo('}ir)K,{qia), 

pD 
(A-5) 

where 

D = K2{k,)"'lo{q,n)K,(q2a) - Ktik^A'I,{gta)Ko{q2a). 

and /o(.r). /i M . Ko(.t). and K, (x) are Bessel functions. 

The Laplace inversion theorem gives the following ex

pression, which enables inversion of equation (A-5): 

rvA:,(t,^"^' 
L-

fVK2(lc,)"^lo{q,r)KAg2'')' 

L pD 

f:xp[-k,u^i)Jo(ur)Jt(ua)du 4V r 

U^IAH") + BHU)] 
(A-6) 

\yhere 

A(u) = {KjK-,Y'^f(au)Jo{»au) 

- w{K2/K,y'^Jo{au)J,{wau), 

B(u) = {K,/K2)"^J,iau)yo(wau) 

- w{K2/Kt)"^Jo{au)Y,(wau). 

H' = {k,/k2)"^ and Jo(x), 'JAx), Yo{x), and >',(jr) are modified 

Bessel functions. Equation (A-5) is inverted to 

T(0. I) = 

7-2 - (Tj 
4 r e x p { - k , u^t) Jo(iir) J , (iia)du 

U ' [ A H U ) + B H U ) ] 

Ur' dr at 

(A-7) 

Equation (6) is obtained by evaluating equation ( A - 7 ) at r = 0 

with kf = k „ , T I = T „ . and Tj = Tf. 
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To amentl the Geothermal Steam Act of 1970 (30 U.S.C. 1001 et seq.) to 
expedite exploration and development of geothermal resources. 

IN TKE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

MARCH 22 Oegislative day, MARCH 21), 1983 

Mr. McCLUiiE (for himself, Mr. WARNER, Mr. LAXALT, Mr. HECHT, Mr. 
SYMMS, and Mr. 'WALLOP) introduced the following bill; which was read 
twice and referred to the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources. 

A BILL 
To amend the Geothermal Steam Act of 1970 (30 U.S.C. 1001 

et seq.) to expedite exploration and development of geother

mal resources. 

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, 

3 That the Geothermal Steam Act of 1970 (30 U.S.C. 1001 et 

4 seq.) is amended as follows: 

5 SECTION 1. This Act may he cited as the "Geothermal 

6 Steam Act Amendments of 1983". 

7 SEC. 2. Whenever an amendment or repeal contained in 

8 this Act is expressed in terms of amendment to, or repeal of, 

9 a section or other provision of "the Act", such reference shall 



2 

1 be considered a reference to ah amendment to, or repeal of, a 

2 provision of the Geothermal Steam Act of 1970 (30 U.S.C. 

3 1001 et seq.; Public Law 91-581). 

4 SEC, 3. Section 2(e) of the Act is amended to read as 

5 follows: 

6 "(e) 'known geothermal resource area' means an 

7 area in which there is substantial physical evidence in-

8 eluding but not limited to the geology or a discovery 

9 on such lands, which would, in the opinion of the Sec-

10 retary, engender a belief in persons experienced in the 

11 subject matter that the prospects for extraction of geo-

12 thermal resources for the primary purpose of generat-

13 ing electricity in commercial quantities warrant sub-

14 stantial expenditures for that purpose.". 

15 SEC. 4. Section 3(2) of the Act is amended to read as 

16 follows: "(2) in any lands administered by another Federal 

17 agency or department, including public, withdravm, or ac-

18 quired lands.". 
. . • 4 

19 SEC. 5. Section 4 of the Act is amended— 

20 (a) by deleting the first two sentences, and insert-

21 ing in lieu thereof the following: 

22 "SEC. 4. (a) If lands to be leased under this Act are 

23 within any knovm geothennal resource area, they shall be 

24 leased to the highest responsible qualified bidder by competi-

25 tive bidding. Any lands so offered and receiving no bids shall 

S 883 IS 
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1 be declassified and leased to the first qualified applicant: Pro-

2 vided, That the Secretary's authority to reclassify such lands 

3 as a known geothermal resource area at a later date on the 

4 basis of new evidence shall not be affected. The Secretary 

5 may offer not to exceed 5 per centum of all lands offered for 

'' 6 sale in any year on a basis other than cash bonus bidding, 

7 employing those bidding systems set forth in section 8(a)(1) of 

8 the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act, as amended (43 

9 U.S.C. 1335). The provisions of this subsection shall expire 

10 on December 31, 1987. 

11 "(b) If the lands to be leased are not within any known 

12 geothermal resource area, the qualified person first making 

13 application for the lease shall be entitled to a lease of such 
\ 

. 14 lands vdthout competitive bidding, provided the lands applied 

15 for are not designated as a known geothermal resource area 

16 within one year of the application being filed and before a 

17 lease is issued. If an application is rejected due to a known 

18 geothermal resource area designation of the lands within one 

19 year of the application being filed, the apphcant shall have 

20 the opportunity to match the highest competitive bid for the 

i 21 parcel when offered, provided the applicant submits a bona 

j 22 fide bid at the sale. However, the applicant or lessee respon-

i 23 sible for the exploration resulting in the designation of lands 

' 24 as a known geothermal resource area shall be entitled to non-

25 competitive leases for all lands in the known geothermal re-

S 883 IS 
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1 source area for which the applicant or lessee had first-filing 

2 applications on file prior to the approval of any plan of explo-

3 ration or notice of intent to conduct geophysical explora-

4 tion.". 

5 (b) by inserting "(c)" before the word "Notvdth-

6 standing" at the beginning of the next sentence; and 

7 (c) by redesignating subsections "(a)" through 

8 "(f)" as paragraphs "(1)" through "(6)". 

9 SEC. 6. Section 5(a) of the Act is amended to read as 

10 follows: 

11 "(a) a royalty of not less than 10 per-centum or 

12 more than 15 per centum in the case of electrical gen-

13 eration, or of not less than 5 per centum or more than 

14 10 per centum-in .the case of nonelectrical utilization,-

15 of the amount or value,-as utilized, of steam, heat, or 

16 ': other form of energy derived from production .under-the 

17 ^ lease and sold or utilized by the lessee or reasonably 

18 susceptible to sale or utilization by the lessee. The 

19 Secretary may defer royalty payments for nonelectric 

20 geothermal developments when it is deemed to be in 

21 the pubhc interest, for municipal, cooperative, or other 

22 political subdivision lessees where legal limitations on 

23 . front-end financing otherwise would prohibit or signifi-

24 cantly deter development.". 

S 883 IS 
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1 SEC. 7(a). Section 6(a) of the Act is amended to read as 

2 follows: 

3 "(a) Geothermal leases shall be for a primary term of 

4 ten years. If geothermal resources are produced or utilized in 

5 commercial quantities within this term, or any administrative 

6 extension thereof as provided pursuant to subsection (c), such 

7 lease shall continue for so long thereafter as geothermal re-

8 sources are produced or utihzed in commercial quantities.". 

9 (b) Section 6(b) of the Act is deleted, section 6(c) is re-

10 designated 6(b) and is revised to read as follows: 

11 "(b) Any lease for land on which, or for which under an 

12 approved cooperative or unit plan of development or oper-

13 ation, actual drilling operations are commenced prior to the 

14 end of its primary term, or any administrative extension 

15 thereof as provided in subsection (c), and are being diligently ' 

16 prosecuted at that'time shall be extended for five years and" -

17 so long thereafter as geothermal resources are produced or 

18 utihzed ui commercial quantities.". 

19 (c) Section 6(d) of the Act is redesignated 6(c) and 

20 amended to read as follows: 

21 "(c) For purposes of subsection (a) of this section, pro-

22 duction or utilization of geothermal resources in commercial 

23 quantities shall be deemed to include the completion of one or ^ 

24 more producing or producible wells and either a bona fide 

25 sale for delivery to a facility or facilities installed or to be 

S 883 IS 
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1 installed not later than fifteen years of the commencement 

2 date of the lease, or in the case of utilization by the lessee, 

3 proof of commitment to construct such utilization facilities. 

4 However, in the event construction of the facility or facilities 

5 has not been possible due to administrative delays beyond the 

6 control of the lessee or due to the demonstrated marginal 

7 economics of such a facility or facilities, and substantial in-

8 vestment in development of the lease has been made, the 

9 Secretary shall upon petition by the lessee, grant extensions 

10 totaling not more than fifteen years beyond the expiration 

11 date of-the primary lease: Provided, That the lessee be re-

12 quired to submit annual reports detailing bona fide efforts to 

13 resolve the administrative delays or to bring the facility or 

14 facilities into.economic production.". 

15 SEC. 8. Section 7 of the Act is amended- to read as 

16 follows: 

17 "SEC. 7. (a) A geothermal lease shall embrace a reason-

18 ably compact area of not more than two thousand five hun-

19 dred and sixty acres, except where a departure therefrom is 

20 occasioned by an irregular subdivision or subdivisions. No 

21 person, association, or corporation, except as otherwise pro-

22 vided in this Act, shall take, hold, own, or control at any one 

23 time, any direct or indirect interest in Federal geothermal 

24 leases in any one State exceeding fifty-one thousand two 

25 hundred acres. 

S 883 IS 
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1 "(b) At any time after twenty years from the effective 

2 date of the Geothermal Steam Act of 1970, the Secretary, 

3 after public hearings, may increase this maximum holding in 

4 any one State by regulation, not to exceed one hundred fif-

5 teen thousand two hundred acres. 

6 "(c) Any leases which contain a well shown to be capa-

7 ble of commercial production and any lease operated under 

8 an approved operating, drilling, or development contract as 

9 authorized under section 18 of this Act shall be excepted in 

10 determining holdings or control under this section.". - -. 

11 SEC. 9. Section 8(a) of-the Act is amended to read as 

12 follows: 

13 "SEC. 8. (a) The Secretary may adjust the terms and 

14 conditions, except as otherwise provided herein, of-any geo-

15 thermal ieaseissued under this Act at not less than twenty-

16 year intervals beginning twenty years after the date produc-

17 tion is commenced, as determined by the Secretary, Each 

18 geothermal lease issued under this Act shall provide for such 

19 readjustment. The Secretary shall give notification of any 

20 proposed readjustment of terms and conditions, and, unless 

21 the lessee files with the Secretary objection to the proposed 

22 terms or relinquishes the lease vdthin thirty days after receipt 

23 of such notice, the lessee shall conclusively be deemed to 

24 have agreed with such terms and conditions. If the lessee 

25 files objections, and no agreement can be reached between 
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1 the Secretary and the lessee within a period of not less than 

2 sixty days, the lease may be relinquished by the lessee, or 

3 follovmig appropriate judicial proceedings, canceled by the 

4 Secretary.". 

5 SEC. 10. Section 15(b) of the Act is amended to read as 

6 follows: 

7 "(b) The Secretary shall consult with the head of any 

8 other Federal agency or department vdth respect to lands 

9 under its jurisdiction to determine appropriate terms or condi-

10 tions prior to issuing leases for such lands. However, as -to 

11 acquired lands of other Federal agencies or departments, the 

12 Secretary shall not issue leases on those lands -without the 

13 consent of the head of that agency or department. The head 

14 of the Federal agency or department-which administers, any 

15 land which is subject to a geothermal lease or which is avail-

16 able for geothermal leasing, shall, in making land-use deci-

17 sions regarding such land or adjacent lands, consider their 

18 potential for geothermal resource development.". 

19 SEC. 11. Section 15 of the Act is amended by adding a 

20 new subsection (f) to read as follows: 

21 "(f)(1) The Secretary shall not issue any geothermal 

22 lease pursuant to this Act in the Island Park Knovm Geo-

23 thermal Eesource Area adjacent to Yellowstone National 

24 Park until the requirements of paragraph (2) have been met. 
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1 "(2) Within two years from the date of enactment of this 

2 Act, the Secretary is authorized and directed to complete a 

3 study to determine whether any thermal geological connec-

4 tion exists between the Island Park KGRA and the thermal 

5 features of Yellowstone National Park. In addition, the study 

6 shall include an evaluation of and reconunendation for moni-

7 toring techniques and operating procedures which may be 

8 employed in conjunction with any geothermal leasing in the 

9 Island Park KGRA, to protect the thermal features of Yel-

10 lowstone National Park. The study shall be conducted by the -

11 United States Geological Survey in consultation with the Na-

12 tional Academy of Sciences and the National Park Service. 

13 Upon completion of the study, which shall include the find-

14 ings and recommendations of the Geological Survey and 

15 comments by the National Academy of Sciences and the Na-

16 tional Park Service, it-shall be transmitted forthwith to the 

17 Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources and the 

18 House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs and made 

19 available to the public; 

20 "(3) Sixty days (not coimting days on which the House 

21 of Representatives or Senate was adjourned for more than 

22 three days) after receipt of the study required by paragraph 

23 (2), by the appropriate committees the Secretary may issue 

24 geothermal leases in the Island Park KGRA, if he deter-

25 mines that: (A) a valuable geothermal resource exists; (B) 
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1 development of the potential geothermal resource wall not ad-

2 versely affect the thermal features of Yellowstone National 

3 Park; and (C) after considering the finding and recommenda-

4 tions of the study, that such leasing will be consistent with 

5 the Secretary's duty to protect the thermal features of the 

6 park. Costs of any monitoring or operational procedures de-

7 termined by the Secretary to be necessary shall be borne by 

8 the lessee or lessees; 

9 !'(4) Effective October 1, 1983, there are hereby author-

10 ized such sums as may be necessary to carry out the study 

11 provided for in paragraph (2).". 

12 SEC. 12. Section 23 of the Act is amended by adding 

13 after subsection (b) the following: 

14 "(c) Where the Secretary finds it in the pubhc interest, 

15 the Secretary is authorized, subject to section 15(c), to issue 

16 permits for the use of geothermal resources in lands adminis-

17 tered by him for any noncommercial application without re-

18 quiring a lease or compensation therefor. No such free-use 

19 permit may be issued for the purpose of generating electricity 

20 in any amount. 

21 "(d) In any case in which the Federal interest in any 

22 geothermal energy research and development facility, pilot 

23 plant, or demonstration facility which utilizes geothermal re-

24 sources from lands subject to the provisions of this Act is 

25 transferred to any person, corporation, mimicipality, or 
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1 agency, the Secretary is authorized, notwithstanding any 

2 other provision of this Act, to issue at no cost, a permit al-

3 lowing necessary surface use and utilization of geothermal 

4 resources sufficient, in the Secretary's opinion, for the contin-

5 ued operation of such plant or facility for the operating life of 

6 the project. 

7 "(e) The head of each Federal agency may develop for 

8 the use or benefit of such agency any geothermal energy re-

9 source within lands under its jurisdiction. The head of such 

10 agency shall determine in vwi ting, with the concurrence of 

11 the Department of the Interior, that such utilization is in the 

12 public interest, and will not deter commercial development 

13 which might otherwise be more beneficial to the public if the 

14 lands were offered for leasing under this Act.". 

15 SEC. 13. Section 24 of the-Act is amended by-designat-

16 ing the existing text as subsection (a) and adding the 

17 followuig: 

18 "(b) The Secretary shall estabhsh requirements for dili-

19 gent operations which shall require that a plan of operations 

20 for exploration shall be filed within five years of the issuance 

21 of a lease. The diligence requirements shall also provide that 

22 drilling shall commence no later than four years after approv-

23 al of such plan. The Secretary may provide for the aggrega-

24 tion of diligence requirements on lease tracts within a geo-

25 thermal prospect. The running time of the diligence require-
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1 ments established in this subsection shall be suspended for 

2 periods of unreasonable delay caused by a lessee's inability to 

3 obtain State or Federal permits (with the exception of per-

4 mits issued by the Department of the Interior) through no 

5 fault of: his own.". 

6 SEC. 14. A new section is added to the Act as follows: 

7 " SEC . 2 8. For purpo ses of section 4(d)(3) of the Wilder-

8 liess Act of 1964 (16 U.S.C. 1131 et seq.), this Act, as 

9 amended, shall be deemed a law pertaining to mineral 

10 leasing.", 

11 . SEC. .15.. The Aat is further, amended by making the 

12 following technical changes: 

13 (a) Section 2(c) oi the Act is amended by striking out 

14 "steam and associated geothermal" and by inserting after 

15 "brines" in the first place it appears^ the following; "geopres-

16 sured water, magma, and hot rock formations". 

17 (b) Section 2(d) of the Act is amended by striking out 

18 "steam" in both placets it appears and inserting in lieu thereof 

19 "resouiees". 

20 (c) Section 3 of the Act is amended by striking out 

21 "steam and associated gepthermar' in both places it appears. 

22 (d) Section 5(d) of the Act is, amended by striking out 

23 "steam and byproduct" and inserting in lieu thereof 

24 "resburces". 
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1 (e) Section 6(a) of the Act is amended by striking out 

2 ' "sWam is" in both places it appears and inserting in lieu 

.3 thereof "resources are". 

4 (f) Section 6(b) of the Act is amended by striking out 

5 "steam is" an^ inserting in lieu thereof "geothermal re-

6 sources are".'^ v 

7 (g) Section 6(c) of the Act is amended by striking but 

8 "steam is" in the first place it appears and inserting- in lieu 

9 thereof "resources are," and by striking out "steam-is "in the 

10 second place it appears and inseftiiig in "lieu "thereof "geother-

11 mal resources are". 

12 (h) Sections 6 (d) and (e) bf thfe Act are amended by 

13 striking but "steam" in each place it appears and inserting in 

14 lieu thereof "resources". 

15 " (i) Section 6(f) of the Act is amended by striking put. 

16 "steam andassociated geothermal". 

17 (j) Section 8 of the Act is amended by striking out 

18 "steam is" in both places it appears and inserting in lieu 

19 thereqif "resources are". 

20 (k) Section 9 of the Act is amended by striking out 

21 "steam" and inserting in lieii thereof "resources". 

22 (1) Section 19 of the Act is amended by striking out 

23 "steam" and inserting in lieu thereof "resources". 

24 (m) Section 23 of the Act is amended by striking out 

25 "steam and associated geothermal" in both places it appears. 
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1 (n) Section 25 of the Act is amended by striking out 

2 "steam and associated geothermal". 

3 (o) Section 26 of the Act is amended by striking out 

4 "steam and associated geothermal". 

5 (p) Section 27 of the Act is amended by striking out 

6 "steam and associated geothermal" in the three places it 

7 appears. 

O 
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